The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) recently released its report, Adaptation and Vulnerability.

The report makes it clear that human-induced climate change is a grave and mounting threat to our planet. Hoesung Lee, Chair of the IPCC, said that "This report is a dire warning about the consequences of inaction. It shows that climate change is already causing dangerous and widespread disruption both to nature and to the lives of billions of people. The starkest messages in this report come from the assessment of impacts, adaptation, and vulnerability. None of them are good."

From 4th - 9th April, a week of protests for scientists to demonstrate against government inaction on the climate and ecological crisis.

Tickets are available there.

After each performance, a podcast is recorded in which Patrick and Sjoerd participate. Each one climate scenario through a mix of cabaret and science. Sjoerd and comedian Patrick explore the carbon brief, which gives you your personal 'Hidden Impact top 10'. I know I for sure have some things to think about, good luck!

Are you curious about which aspects of your life have a lot of potential to be more sustainable? This demonstrates how each case impact we have on the planet, which leaves a whopping 79% 'unseen'. This 79% consists of impacts we have on the planet, which leaves a whopping 79% 'unseen'. This 79% consists of impacts we have not even to find out what actions and items actually have the biggest impact. She focuses on the impact of large companies, but to find out what actions and items actually have the biggest scheme of things? In this book Babette Porcelijn cleverly recommends reading: De Verborgen Impact

The book is in Dutch, but almost every page is accompanied with great infographics, making it easy to follow.
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The Social Media team are currently working on designing a completely new website for S4F NL.

For an in-depth Q&A about the findings and recommendations of this report we recommend the AR6 Climate Change 2022: planned for this week in Rotterdam. There will be a S4F block at this march, clearly
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